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Summer Vacation Coming Up

Unique and Hard-to-Value Assets
University of Notre Dame

July 8-14

www.cannonfinancial.com/courses/unique-and-hard-to-value-asset-management

Checkout the newly revised 
TOLI Handbook at 

www.tolihandbook.com
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Where Does Most TOLI Liability Occur?
The two general areas of liability are trust administration and policy management

TOLI Administration 
• Beneficiary designation
• Trust naming
• Change in ownership
• Changes at carrier level 

Policy Issues 
At Policy Acceptance

• What are the expectations around a policy?
 � Annual premium that is to be paid
 � Number of years premium is to be paid
 � The investment return that is assumed

 ◦ Whole life – dividends
 ◦ Current assumption UL – crediting rate
 ◦ Variable UL – separate account returns
 ◦ Equity index UL – tied to returns in an Index w cap and floor

General Rule of Thumb

Reaching for Return Raises Risk
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Policy Cash Value
• Whole life: Dividends determined by the carrier
• Current assumption UL: Crediting rate determined by the carrier
• Variable UL: ROR determined by outcome 
• Equity index UL: Credited rate determined by index, participation rate, cap and floor

What are ROR Assumptions used in sales illustration? 

In Variable policies, the sales person can show up to 12% return.
• Stocks have averaged 10.2% over the last 90 years.  Information from Vanguard Portfolio Allocation Models, The Vanguard 

Group, Inc.
• Returns of 6% to 7% in the stock market should be expected going forward.  Warren Buffett, from The Christian Science 

Monitor, May 6, 2013

In Equity Index UL policies, the sales person can show up to an approximate 7% return.
Over the last 42 years there have been 8 down years but 
if you had a 10% cap you would have lost the full upside 
gain in over half the years.  

A well-known carrier has an online tool that translates 
a hypothetical expected return in the S&P 500® to 
a corresponding hypothetical crediting rate in an 
EIUL policy assuming different crediting strategies. 
Assuming 100% participation rate, 0% floor, and 10% 
cap parameters, the tool would generate the following 
hypothetical credited returns assuming the hypothetical 
S&P 500® returns listed. returns assuming the hypothetical 
S&P 500® returns listed.

Hypothetical Long-Term S&P 500 Return Translated Crediting Rate in an EIUL Policy
12% 6.46%
10% 6.03%
8% 5.60%
6% 5.17%

Annual Gain Or Loss - S & P 500 - Last 40 Years 

While the returns of the S&P varied widely, the only returns credited would be those within the box.
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What about policy credits and multipliers?
In reviewing a policy coming into the trust you must understand what is guaranteed and what is not.

After Policy Acceptance – Policy Management
1. What to do if a policy lapses

a. Move quick

b. Who can help?

c. What about the contract?

2. Tracking policy performance

a. Annual documentation

3. Conversion opportunity on term policy 

4. Policy loan squeeze 

Case Study: Trustee is unaware of the actual condition of a portfolio of policies based on 
incorrect information provided by the grantor and his life insurance agent.
Background: A successor trust with a portfolio of three whole life policies on a 75-year-old insured was taken over by a TOLI 
trustee. The grantor informed the trustee that his agent told him the policies in his trust were adequately funded. An email from 
the grantor stated, “the insurance company will be making the payment” and “the policies I have are self-sustaining.” The 
email from the grantor included an attached email from his agent that stated, “the premium due and the interest due can 
both be paid by values in the contract.” While the policies could be paid by policy loan during the coming year, it was not 
clear what the long-term implications would be.

Review: While it was discovered no out-of-pocket contributions would be needed for 4 more years, the loans already on the 
policies would cause a loan squeeze and contributions would have to be made to the policies to pay at least the interest 
on the loans or the policies would begin to lapse. Because the loan exceeded the cost basis in each policy, each lapse 
would cause a taxable event. According to information gathered (see chart below), a minimal amount would be required 
in the fifth year. In the sixth year, the out-of-pocket contributions would grow to over $25,000, and each year thereafter 
the amount would increase. In the 10th year, the annual payment would be just over $37,000, and the cumulative 
payment would be just under $200,000. If the grantor were to live to age 90, the required cumulative payments would 
be approximately $425,000. In addition, because the required payments to the policies would be just enough to keep 
the policies from lapsing, the trust death benefit would drop. In fact, if the grantor lived to age 90, the total death benefit 
in all the policies would have dropped to approximately $754,000, even after paying the minimum required cumulative 
payments of $424,873. The net amount to the trust–the amount of death benefit after the future out-of-pocket contributions 
made would be $329,764, much less than the almost $1 million benefit that was originally in the trust. While the net benefit 
will be reduced by the premiums paid (unless the policy has a return of premium design), for all TOLI trusts in this case the 
grantor assumed no more contributions would be required.
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Outcome: Surrendering the policies now would have 
netted little cash for the trust because of the heavy 
loans on the policies. There was no opportunity to 
buy a new, more efficient policy due to the health 
of the insured, and the grantor and beneficiaries 
were uncomfortable with selling the policies (they 
may not have been saleable anyway). Because of 
the life expectancy of the insured, the decision was 
made to continue the minimal funding as outlined. 
As part of the decision-making process a document 
was created and signed by all pertinent parties to 
the trust, that:

Included the policy review and emphasized that 
additional out-of-pocket premiums would be 
needed in the future.

Reviewed the general health of the grantor to 
determine expected funding needed (a life 
expectancy report could have been used, but was 
not in this case).

Reviewed all policy alternatives.

Included the trustee’s decision on policy and 
funding as well as a note that the policy would be monitored and options would be reviewed again in the future.

Policy Replacements
Why?
There are several good reasons to consider replacing an existing policy:

• Change in trust investment temperament
• Policy improvements
• Client health change
• Change in trust death benefit need

Case Study: Grantor informs trustee his agent is suggesting a policy replacement because of 
a change in investment temperament.
Background: A grantor with an $8 million survivorship variable universal life policy in 
his TOLI trust informed the trustee that his agent suggested he replace the variable 
policy with an equity index product because the grantor’s “tolerance for risk was 
diminished” and there was a desire for a trust asset that was “more conservative.” The 
agent submitted a sales illustration showing the outcome of the equity index policy 
assuming an 8.49% credited return, but lowered the death benefit in the new policy to 
$5 million since the grantor also believed that the death benefit he needed in the trust 
could be lowered. The agent provided no review of the existing policy outcome with 
a lower death benefit.

Notes About Case: Often the grantor of a TOLI trust has a stronger relationship with the writing agent than the 
trustee. However, it is the trustee’s responsibility to investigate and understand the policy and its funding. This is not 
always easy as the trustee is typically not privy to discussions that occurred between the grantor and agent during 
the sale of the policy, and even after. A TOLI trustee must have the expertise to review a policy independently to 
ensure the policy will meet trust goals.

When reviewing a replacement 
policy, you must understand:

• The characteristics, 
expectations and costs of the 
new policy.

• The best options available for 
the old policy.
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Review: The review focused on three components:

1. Underwriting

2. Policy Charges

3. Underlying Cash Value Investments/Policy Outcome

Underwriting: With the existing policy, the male was health rated, but in the new policy was considered a standard non-
smoker–a plus. The health on the female had deteriorated dramatically to an uninsurable rating, meaning on her own she 
would not have been able to obtain coverage, but in a survivorship policy she could–at greatly inflated costs. This had the 
effect of increasing policy costs.

Policy Charges: The policy charges include mortality charges, as well as taxes, sales charges, asset based charges, processing 
and per unit charges, and other fees and expenses. The chart below totals all fees and charges based on carrier provided 
information and/or illustrations. All charges are based on current charges in the policy. Actual charges could go higher. 
Policy charges greatly affect the performance of a policy over time. We found the total deductions in the new policy to be 
significantly higher than the existing policy. In fact, in 30+ years, the new policy would be over 4 times costlier.

Underlying Cash Value Investments/Policy Outcome: In the sales illustration the trustee 
received from the agent, the assumed crediting rate for the survivorship equity index 
universal life policy was 8.49%. As we mentioned in Chapter 10, regulations now limit 
the crediting rate shown on illustrations on EIUL policies to approximately 7% (this case 
was prior to AG 49) and with good reason. An 8.49% return will more than likely not 
be achieved in the policy, though showing a high return made the sales illustration 
attractive to the grantor. When we compared the two policies it was easy to see 
the new policy was not a good substitute for the existing policy. The existing variable 
policy had a Fixed Account that paid a guaranteed 4% return. As can be seen in the chart below, the new policy, even at 
the 8.49% assumed return, could not outperform the existing policy based on current costs assuming the 4% guaranteed rate. 
If we assumed the same $40,000 premium that was to be paid in the new policy was contributed to the existing policy at the 
guaranteed rate of return in the Fixed Account, the policy would run until the male was 95, the female 91.

Outcome: Based on the information we provided the trustee refused the replacement.

Remember, all else, equal the 
higher the return shown in a 
universal life chassis policy 
sales illustration, the lower the 
premium need will be.
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Notes About Case: One of the prime responsibilities of a TOLI trustee is spelled out in Section 7 of the Uniform 
Prudent Investment Act (“a trustee may only incur costs that are appropriate and reasonable in relation to the 
asset.” Accepting this replacement would have run afoul of that regulation. Sometimes it is hard to decipher the 
actual costs in a policy. The costs are not the premium, they are the underlying expenses. The premium costs can 
be hidden (lowered) by manipulating the illustration, but the actual costs cannot.

Case Study: Grantor informs trustee his agent is suggesting the three policies in the trust be 
replaced with one, more efficient policy.
Background: A trustee is approached by the grantor of a trust with a portfolio of whole life policies. The grantor is no longer 
going to fund the trust and the agent is suggesting that the three policies be replaced with one policy with a reduced death 
benefit. The existing portfolio totaled $5.7 million of coverage and had approximately $2.1 million of cash value. The agent 
is proposing to 1035 Exchange the cash from the existing policies into an equity index universal life policy that, based on a 
reasonable rate assumption and current charges, would carry the policy until age 92, which was past the life expectancy of 
the grantor/insured. The new policy would need no additional funding until age 92.

Review: While it is true that the new policy would need no additional funding, and assuming conservative crediting assumptions 
would carry the policy past the expected lifespan of the insured, no review was done on the existing policy options. After 
contacting the carrier, it was found that the existing policy death benefit could be reduced to $3.9 million by requesting a paid-
up policy which would contractually guarantee $3.9 million in death benefit until maturity, when the policy would endow (cash 
value equals death benefit). The two best options, should the grantor wish to stop funding the trust, are listed below.

Outcome: The requested transaction was refused by the trustee. The request was made to the carrier for a reduced paid-up 
policy, but not until a document was created for the file and signed by all pertinent parties that:

• Reiterated that no more funding was forthcoming from the grantor or beneficiaries.
• Outlined the policy review that was undertaken.
• Noted no other options, like a policy sale in the secondary market, were available.
• Noted that once the death benefit was reduced it could not be increased back to the original amount.
• Noted that the trust would now hold a lower death benefit, and additional coverage on the insured may or may not be 

available in the future.

Notes About Case: This case shows the extent to which you must review the options on the existing policy in a 
replacement scenario. Had the trustee accepted the transaction request, they would have been liable for a 
death benefit loss of $900,000, in addition to increased policy risk, as the new policy’s death benefit was not 
contractually guaranteed. If the agent suggesting the replacement does not fully review the best options for the 
existing policy, you, as a TOLI trustee, need to. It is your responsibility.
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When to Sell a Policy
From a 2005 Deloite study:
“The Beneficiary, who has a vested benefit in maintaining the life insurance contract, can help preserve a high-yielding, 
tax-free asset by securing funds to satisfy the liquidity needs of the policyholder or by assuming the premium payments on 
the life insurance policy. The return on the Beneficiary’s investments to preserve the life insurance contract is likely to exceed 
any other investment option.”

From a February 24, 2015 Press Release
“Americans who are aged 65 or older leave approximately $112 billion in benefits on the table each year by lapsing or 
surrendering their life insurance policies, according to new research unveiled at the Life Insurance Settlement Association’s 
(LISA) Fifth Annual Institutional Investor Life Settlement Conference.”

The Life Settlement Sales Process

Documentation 
When to contact?

• Grantor
• Beneficiary 

Steps to Building a Defensible File
1. Focus on the Beneficiary as client.
2. Review and understand the trust document thoroughly.
3. Understand the policy.

• Policy type – advantages, disadvantages, caveats, issues
• Policy “numbers”

4. Develop a systematic review program for annual policy reviews.
5. Provide grantor with review or statement of understanding periodically.
6. If changes or issues arise, develop a secondary program to deal with them.

• More in depth policy review, with options outlined simply.
7. If any changes occur to the policy, make sure that beneficiaries are made aware.
8. Create a central depository for all trust information.
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The Outcome Cannot Always Be (Completely) Controlled, But The Process Can
Posted on April 29, 2013 by Michael Brohawn 

I had the pleasure last week of taking part in the Leadership Workshop for Life Insurance Stewards at The Hotel Thayer at West 
Point, NY. The event, organized by Don Trone (www.3ethos.com), brought together a number of professionals from the legal, 
financial planning and insurance world to review and edit the first draft of Best Practices Standards for Life Insurance Stewards. 
The vast majority of the work behind the document was done by others prior to the meeting, but I was thankful to take part 
in the editing process and look forward to working on and promoting the Standards. I will be addressing this document in the 
future on this Blog and also on ITM webinars, but wanted today to note two related items that jumped out at me.

The first was a quote contained in a book that I received during the session. The book is entitled Fiduciary Ethos, Living in a 
Fiduciary World, Volume One: Investment Management, by Don Trone. It is a great book for anyone in the investment world, 
and it can be easily adapted to our TOLI world. Among the many ideas and concepts that jumped out at me was the Law of 
Increasing Risk, an idea that Don espouses. The Law states:

The risk of investors not meeting their goals and objectives decreases proportionally by the number of additional prudent 
practices employed.

Since the goal of ITM is to put a complete prudent practice around TOLI Trust/Policy Management and we at ITM have spent 
years attempting to perfect this, you can see why this resonated with me.

The second and related item that jumped out at me was the fact that whenever a discussion of trustee liability came up at 
the event, one point was made over and over again. In any situation where liability is being reviewed, the focus is not as much 
on the outcome as on the process employed by the trustee. This point was made by attendees who often deal with litigation 
on all levels. Many things outside of your control can affect an outcome, but if you are being accused of not living up to your 
TOLI duty you had better be prepared to show the prudent practices that you employed.

Both of these items drove home the point that needs to be remembered by all trustees….

The outcome cannot always be (completely) controlled, but the process can.
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Stay 
Informed
The Latest In TOLI News

ITM TwentyFirst University focuses on life insurance education and provides TOLI trustees, attorneys, 
advisors, regulators and others with practical guidance to use in their practice. The course topics 
include real life case studies that can be applied to day to day situations. Subject matter is 
designed to help ensure that advisors can provide insureds and beneficiaries with exceptional 
support related to life insurance.


